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Down Goes Another One: The History and Genre of Multiplayer Online Battle Arenas 

 
 As video games become more and more acclimated into mainstream media, multiplayer 

online battle arenas (MOBAs) have taken a large turn in popularity.  The domination of games 

like League of Legends and Dota 2 in the public realm and pro-circuit has assured this genre a 

spot in the limelight, making them titles that are not only widely known, but also widely 

received.  These games are defined by their relation to real-time strategy (RTS) games – in 

which players position units in an attempt to destroy their opponent’s assets.  MOBA games, 

however, place a very strong emphasis on cooperative team play, where the player assumes the 

role of a single character within an RTS-interface.1 

 
The League of Legends mini map for Summoner’s Rift. 

Typical MOBAs play in teams of five players, competing against an opponent positioned 

in the opposite corner of a square playing field.  These bases are separated by three lanes – top, 

middle, and bottom – where players position in an attempt to break through their opponents’ 

defenses, take down enemy defense towers, and destroy the enemy base.  Unlike standard RTS 

games, there is no unit construction and very little resource management, and the player always 

controls a single character or unit.  The character selection pool is usually moderately large and 

contains a wide variety of play styles, from ranged to melee, spell caster to support, allowing 
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players to combine and utilize tactical team play.  The map is typically a top-down isometric 

view. 

For the purpose of this examination of MOBA games, we will define them as real-time 

action games in a cooperative team environment, where a player takes the role of a single 

character with a unique moveset in order to push one of three lanes, take down towers, and 

destroy their opponents’ base. 

The evolution of MOBA games began with Blizzard Entertainment’s StarCraft, a widely 

popular multiplayer RTS game with a heavy modding community of custom map makers.  From 

this community came the map Aeon of Strife, the first MOBA game, and the beginning of the 

genre.2  AoS took the resource management and asset control out of StarCraft and added in a new 

style of play, where “a player would control a single unit, and fight with other human players to 

kill the computer team’s base.”3  This addition to StarCraft changed the gameplay to create 

something unique and interesting, and thus, the MOBA genre was born. 

When Blizzard Entertainment released Warcraft III, a group of modders, headed by 

“Eul,” took the Aeon of Strife map and attempted to refine it for a new game, which they called 

Defense of the Ancients (shorted to DotA).4  DotA was a huge improvement over AoS because it 

“gave the player controlled characters the ability to level and it was Player vs. Player rather than 

Player vs. Computer.”5  The addition of PVP added player factions – the Sentinel and the 

Scourge – and a wide selection of “heroes” for the player to choose from, each who had their 

own unique moveset and play-style.  With these additions, they were able to create a game that 

                                                
2 John Funk, MOBA, DOTA, ARTS: A Brief Introduction to Gaming's Biggest, Most Impenetrable Genre, Polygon, 

http://www.polygon.com/2013/9/2/4672920/moba-dota-arts-a-brief-introduction-to-gamings-biggest-most (02 Sept. 2013). 
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was unique and dyanamic, while also being complex. 

From Defense of the Ancients came Dota AllStars, which was born from the Warcraft III 

expansion, the Frozen Throne.  Due to Frozen Throne’s more powerful map creator, Steve 

“Guinsoo” Feak was able to take Defense of the Ancients and create an even more powerful, and 

popular, game – Dota AllStars.  Though the playerbase was restricted by the need for both 

Warcraft III and its expansion, that didn’t stop Dota AllStars from being an incredibly successful 

game, spawning some of the most well known MOBAs today.6  Thanks to this popularity, Feak 

and his modding team continued to update and patch the game, making fixes to strengthen 

gameplay and keep the community for the game going.  This game was eventually inherited by 

“IceFrog,” who standardized the AllStars map into the competitive map used by most MOBAs 

today.  This allowed Dota AllStars to surpass both of its predecessors, Aeon of Strife and 

Defense of the Ancients, even going as far as inheriting its own popular pro-circuit.7 

 
The Dota AllStars map. 

The rise of popularity in Defense of the Ancients and DotA AllStars created a pathway for 

the emergence of the MOBA genre as it exists today.  Several well-received games spawned 

from this new genre, including games like Minions, Heroes of Newerth, Lord of the Rings: 

Guardians of Middle Earth, and Demigod.  Many studios attempted to create Dota-likes, such as 

Super Monday Night Combat and Awesomenauts, which took the basic concept of the MOBA 
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genre and added their own spin to them, like the addition of resource and minion management, or 

2D action platforming on top of the genre’s current standard of gameplay. 

Though AoS, DotA, and Dota Allstars all had varying levels of cult followings, few 

MOBAs have reached the level of popularity possessed by League of Legends and Dota 2.  

Though these titles are very much a product of this evolution, they are also incredibly refined 

MOBA games, which build upon their predecessors’ success.  League of Legends, which was co-

founded by Brandon Breck and Marc Merrill, with the help of Steve “Guinsoo” Feak, was an 

incredible commercial success at launch, despite being a free-to-play game.  With one of the lead 

designers of Dota Allstars at their back, Riot Games able to grain credibility from the DotA 

community, while attempting to create a game that would surpass DotA, especially in user-

friendliness.  “The addition of a tutorial, a leveling system, a matchmaking system, and the 

removal of denying, …secret shops, and multiple units all made League of Legends an easier 

game to get into…”8 League of Legends also created an incredibly rich lore and visual aesthetic 

tied to their game, keeping in tune with the high fantasy theme of the Warcraft III mod, DotA, 

while also building their own universe to deliver a more unique narrative experience.  Their use 

of the free-to-play model also helped Riot Games succeed where other Dota-clones had failed.  

By allowing League to be easily accessible to the public, they were able to create and maintain a 

large userbase, making their money from microtransactions within their cash shop.  Riot also 

maintains and updates League frequently, bringing its userbase new content, modes of play, and 

champions to keep their game updated and community thriving. 

Finally, in the evolution of the MOBA genre, comes the direct successor to Defense of 

the Ancients, Dota 2.  It was Valve who wanted to make an exact replica of the original DotA, 
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with upgraded graphics, and contacted one of the original AllStars modders, “IceFrog,” to help 

them accomplish this goal.9  They did pull away from the Warcraft III lore, at the risk of 

copyright infringement, and created their own look and feel to the game that closely resembles 

the WCIII mod, while being more original.  Blizzard Entertainment decided to create its own 

MOBA as well, banking on the successes of the others, as well as reaching to its modding 

community roots based on its older titles.  From StarCraft II came Blizzard Dota, which they 

then decided to scrap and redo from the beginning.  They renamed the project Blizzard All-Stars, 

a game that is still in development, and is slated for later release.10 

While the MOBA genre is still young, its dramatic turn in popularity has made it an 

incredibly successful genre, especially in this age of e-sports.  Games like League of Legends 

and Dota 2 have reached record-breaking userbases, and put on professional events that are 

watched by hundreds of thousands of people worldwide, with cash prizes as large as several 

million dollars.11  Both League and Dota have taken MOBA games to the next level, and have 

set the standard by which new games entering into the genre are judged. 

 
League of Legends Champions and their Skins. 

The MOBA genre is important in many ways.  The fact that such a popular and 

successful genre came from such humble origins as video game modifications is not only an 

                                                
9 Mowen, The History of MOBA Part 4, MOBAfire, http://www.mobafire.com/esports/news/history-of-moba-part-4-51 (19 July 2012). 
10 Ibid. 
11 Andrew Groen, The Great MOBA War: Every Fan Benefits from the Battle between Dota 2 and League of Legends, The Penny Arcade 

Report, http://www.penny-arcade.com/report/article/the-great-moba-war-why-everyone-benefits-from-the-battle-between-dota-2-and 
(30 Aug 2013). 
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example of how limitless the possibilities of game evolution are, but also proves the credulity of 

the video game modding community.  Each progression through the evolution of this genre is a 

clear progeny to its successor, taking not only its failures and making them better, but building 

on its successes as well.  Each game feeds into the next, strengthening the genre with every new 

iteration, and evolving it as well.  While some games choose to stay close to the roots, such as 

League of Legends or Dota 2, there are many others which choose to push the envelope of the 

MOBA genre, stretching it in an attempt to make something that is not only new, but faithful to it 

as well.   

The MOBA genre is important because it shows the usefulness of the free-to-play model, 

and how companies can still earn money while making their games free and accessible to the 

public.  These games make the bulk of their money from microtransactions, but unlike many 

free-to-play games, these purchases are not necessary.  Instead, they add to the player 

experience, allowing for customization of characters, or even purchases of convenience. 

It will be exciting to see where this genre heads in the coming years, as it continues to 

evolve.  As a new, still-forming genre, MOBA games still have quite a ways to go, and many 

directions in which it can move as well. 
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